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Forum Purple Run Organized
to Spread Awareness
Udaipur: Forum Purple Run
was organized on 30th Sept.
to spread awareness about
“Alzheimer’s”. More than 990
runners from the age group
of 6 to 82 years participated
making it Udaipur’s Biggest
Running Event. After the closure of registrations on 26th
Sept. the runners were provided with Purple Run kits to
help them prepare for the
Run.
The main motive of this event
was to spread awareness.
Alzheimer’s disease is an irreversible, progressive brain
disorder that slowly destroys
memory and thinking skills,
and eventually the ability to
carry out the simplest tasks.
In most people with
Alzheimer’s, symptoms first
appear in their mid-60s.
Estimates vary, but experts
suggest that more than 44 million may have Alzheimer’s
worldwide.
The Race was flagged off by
Udaipur’s Additional S.P. Swati
Sharma at 5:45 AM. There
were 4 running categories
3kms, 5kms, 10kms and
21kms. The race started from
Forum Celebration Mall
towards New University Road
via R K Circle, Shobagpura
,new 100ft. RTO road and
ended at the mall. The closing ceremony of the Purple
Run was attended by
Udaipur ’s
Collected
Mr.BishnuCharan Malik who
awarded Trophies to all the
winners and race ambassadors.The detailed list of
winners can be seen by visiting the below link along with
race timings of all participants.

Forum Purple Run was conducted simultaneously in 6
cities at 7 malls owned by
Prestige Group. More than
15000 runners participated
in this exciting event across
the nation.

LEADER-BOARD
21K RUN-MALE
Name
Robin Singh
Ravi Prakash
Arjun Ram
21K RUN-FEMALE
SonalSukhwal
GurpreetKaur
ZabinHaidary
10K RUN-MALE
Raj Kumar Fandan
GopalLal Kumawat
Rohitash Kumar Swami
10K RUN-FEMALE
RituKumari
SunitaYadav
Daxita
5K RUN-MALE
Banka Ram
KamleshDangi
Rajendra Mewara
5K RUN-FEMALE
Maahi Jain
VarshaSukhwal
Mitali
3K RUN-MALE
MotiLalGarasiya
Sandeep Mali
Prahalada Ram
3K RUN-FEMALE
Nikhat Banu
Reshu Jain
Chhavi Sharma

Marxism is the path of freedom from exploitation:
Dipankar Bhattacharya

Dr.H.S.Chandalia
Udaipur: 'Marxism is the path of freedom
from exploitation. Karl Marx analyzed
capitalism and told the world that the capital derives its power from the exploitation of the working classes. Therefore he
called for the unity of working classes of
the world and gave the principle of class
consciousness, class unity and class
struggle to change the world and make
it a more just, democratic and happier
place. ' This was stated by comrade
Dipankar Bhattacharya , General Secretary
of CPIML ( Liberation). He was addressing a seminar on the 200th Anniversary
year of Karl Marx organized by Udaipur
committee of CPIML and allied organizations in the hall of VigyanSamiti, Ashok
Nagar, Udaipur, Rajasthan. He said that
capitalism breeds slavery while Marxism
is a philosophy that preaches the freedom of individuals. Comrade Dipankar said
that Karl Marx was aware of Indian condition of the colonial oppression by the
British and in England in 1850 he wrote

that India is soon going
to be free from the
yoke of British imperialism. He said that
Marxism is the philosophy of change and
has always shown the
path of the emancipation of the masses. In
the beginning state
committee member of
CPIML comrade
S h a n k a r
LalChaudhary presented an outline of the programme and
appealed to the audience to assimilate
the ideas of Karl Marx and propagate them
wherever they worked. He said that in India
73 percent of the entire resources are with
just 1% of the people. This cannot go on
. We need to fight tooth and nail to overthrow such an exploitative regime.
Beginning the discussion of the theme of
the seminar " Marxism in the Present
Context: People's Aspirations and
Challenges of Movement', Prof.
HemendraChandalia said that Capitalism
converts everyone into a commodity while
Marxism is a humanitarian philosophy.
It is shocking that those who have acquired
power by exploiting others and setting up
their authority over countries are talking
about there being no alternative to capitalism. The truth is that the Socialism is
a desirable alternative which will ensure
emancipation of the masses. He recited
portions of poems composed by Karl Marx
, Mao tse Tung and Avtar Singh Pash and
urged people to study these revolution-

aries as poets which will help in a holistic understanding of these philosophers.
Comrade MahendraChaudhary, state secretary, CPIML, said that the present governments at the center as well as in the
state of Rajasthan, need to be overthrown. They have benefitted the capitalists and allowed them to leave this country safely. The price of Diesel and Petrol
is rising daily causing immense suffering
to the masses. Addressing the gathering noted poet and leader of Progressive
Bohra Community Mr. AbidAdeeb said that
Marxism is the true path of humanity. To
build a just society no religion can contribute more than this ideology.
Comrade Rajesh Singhvi, secretary of
CPIM, Udaipur City, said that it is a misnomer that communists are believers in
violence. He said that SardarBhagat
Singh, who was a communist, said that
revolution is not a thing to be achieved
by Pistol or Bomb, it has to be invoked
through the ideas and thoughts.
The Presidium members Pratap Singh
Devra, district secretary, CPIM, Comrade
Bhanvari and the participants including
journalist Himmat Seth, Advocate Manna
Ram Dangi, EklavyaNandwana , AICTU
secretary SaurabhNaruka also made their
presentations. Party comrades from Jaipur,
Pratapgarh, Jhunjhnu, villages of Udaipur
and hundreds of other people from urban
colonies and slums also participated in
the programme. The programme was convened by Prof. SudhaChaudhary, Central
Committee member, CPIML. Prof. L.R.
Patel offered a vote of thanks.

Great
Going

Udaipur: Team LTPCO has
received its 3rd recognition in
last 2 weeks for its Spirit to
Serve and Leadership.
LT P C O h a s w o n P H D
Himalayan Tourism Samman
Best Jungle Resort Gold
Award by Hon'ble Tourism
Minister of Uttrakhand and
ministers from nagaland state
and nepal this evening at a
grand function in Dehradun.
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Fashion Star Mr. & Miss
Udaipur 2018 Fashion
Finale concluded
Udaipur: Famous Punjabi
Singer &PopstarJassie Gill,
Ikka Singh &A B Rockstar
performed onstage during
sizzling fashion event.
Amidst colourful lights, models of udaipur ramp walked
on the stage on Sunday
night. On his first visit to
udaipur, famous punjabi
singer Jassie Gill clamoured
on stage with punjabi tracks.
Dresses for participants
were provided by bollywood
designers Buzzy
and ajaySinha of
Buzjay Fashion
Studio. With fire on
stage and singing
idols coupled with
glamour , the grand
fashion event was
much loved and
appreciated among
youth and fashion
enthusiast of
udaipur. Event held in Opera Garden in which Ranu Sharma crowned as Miss Udaipur and
Murifat Rashid as Mr. Udaipur. Other than this, first runner up mohittalreja, second runner up
yashdoshi, third runner up bahadursingh and fourth runner up raj soni& similarly in female category, first runner up Kritikarajawat, second runner up jayapatidar, third runner up Diyamehta
and fourth runner up DivishaPaliwal awarded with titles.money prize of Rs 15000 awarded to
each winner. Other than main titles 16 subtitles in each category were awarded to participants.
A total of 50 candidates in male and female category were selected from auditions. Main event
took place in 3 rounds with eliminations in subsequent rounds. 1st round was fusion round,
2nd round was gown and tuxedo round and final round was traditional. round.
Show sponsors and famous personalities of udaipur were honored by show organiserAyush
Gupta and Damini Sharma. IG Vishal Bansal, Mayor Chandrasingh Kothari, VinodLohar of 18
colors & Bindu Sharma of Rnold Fitness Club attended show.

